
  

Problem
Given are a starting value, a set of some possible allowed operations and a final value.
We want to implement a code to find one minimal sequence of operations executed on the 
starting value in order to get the final value.

Example
Start=14 ; End=7; Possible operations={mirrored,-1,+3}

Solution:
14+3=17
17 mirrowed=71
71-1=70
70 mirrowed=7

Note: 14-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 = 7 but it's not a minimal sequence, since there exists another shorter 
one. 



  

“Brute” Solution
Since the kind of possible operations are fully customizable I don't see any other solution 
than letting the computer try every possible operation from the beginning and stop when 
the final value appears.

For each element all n operations are to be performed.
Every step i will produce n^i elements

...

Step=0

Step=1

Step=2



  

Define the operations
I first would put and define all operations inside the foo function.

I will use php as programming language to make the algorithm understandable.
This part is the most customizable part of the code.

We could for example define three functions: the first just subtract 5 to the number, the 
second sum up all its digits preserving the original sign and the third replace every “12” 
with “21”. Calling foo(-12,2)  will apply the second operation to the number -12, returning 
-3 as result.



  

Main line of code
$array will contain the numbers obtained from the correct sequence of operations from $start till $end. 
Let's see the interpretation of the main line of code:

$array[$i][$j]=foo($array[$x][$y],$f);

i-th step j-th element inside the i-th 
step

previous step
($x=$i-1)

y-th group of $n elements inside of 
the i-th step, whereby each 
element is given from the 
operation $f, which starts from the 
first (0) to the last one ($n-1) for 
each j-th element of the i-th step.
By computing $j%$n we must 
obtain back the operation used to 
get the j-th element, namely $f.($n : number of defined operations)



  

“findconnection”-Function
Note: if the $end value is found, the research has to be stopped and it stores into $sequence the 
corresponding operations backwards till $start. At the end $sequence must be reversed.
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